
Sculpt SideStep
Creative Architectural Pendant Lighting



Sculpt SideStep features aluminum extrusions with seamless 
mitered corners for a refined architectural esthetic.



Sculpt SideStep
Capture the ethereal beauty of  
illuminated inner space 
Create stunning, open-center LED luminous forms only 1.5” high.

Sculpt SideStep delivers an affordable, stylish architectural solution. It combines 
clean lines and thin, minimalist square and rectangular standalone forms to 
enhance the decor. The elegant negative space creates a weightless appearance.

Cable mount Single canopy / 
point of suspension

* Available only for 2’x2’ and 3’x3’





Sculpt SideStep
Streamlined forms adding  
character to any space
Choose from six narrow to wide Sculpt SideStep lighting kits featuring soft, 
uniform direct/indirect lighting from a single light source with attractive 
projected lensing. Integral driver and battery pack included.

This new arrival in the Sculpt family provides a distinct balanced glow. 
Appealing diffuse light is spread over entire surface area of one-piece lens 
ensuring balanced luminance and visual comfort.

Projected lens:  
1 1/2” (H) x 13/16” (W)

Extrusion:  
1 1/2” (H) x 1 1/16” (W)
Total width (extrusion and lens):  
2 7/8”



About Axis Lighting
Founded in 1991 and still family owned and managed, Axis is an important source for architectural lighting across 
North America and around the globe.

Over the last decade, the company has exhibited remarkable growth thanks to its commitment to Design Flexibility, 
Optimal Energy Efficiency and Responsive Customer Care. That leadership effort now extends to developing 
Innovative Lighting Technologies, such as SurroundLite™, on an ongoing basis.

On the strength of a broad and expanding product line, Axis has successfully completed lighting projects for  
high-profile clients including Apple, Chrysler, The Empire State Building, Google, Hyundai, Time Warner and McGill 
University, among many others.

Axis has the drive and the expertise to meet your needs and provide architectural lighting... your way.

We reserve the right to change specifications without notice.  
Please consult our website for the most current technical information  
and to locate your nearest Axis representative.
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